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About This Game

"LineWay" is a concise style and easy to handle puzzle game.

the goal of game is to connect all bricks into one line.

based on that, there are many different functional bricks to form varied challenging game levels.

Thanks for playing and your support !!
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Title: LineWay
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pony
Publisher:
Pony
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Japanese,Polis
h,Thai,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Port
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Absolutely recommend for playing. Hard but interesting. This mod has its special style. Thanks to developer for this
masterpiece, I've got a great pleasure solving these puzzles.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kfeFUdF0hwQ

Not being able to move is odd. Other than that, it's sort-of like Downwell and a Shmup had a demonic baby, that baby built a
car, and then sold the car to Doomguy.

Also, in that video, I get rank #15 in THE WORLD. So y'know. I know what I'm doing.. Controls did not work with Vive.
Tried many times with grip and thumbpad controls. I am so glad to see this game come out@ It was so worth waiting
for! I got drawn in right away, and love every aspect of the game. The storyline gets your attention, and the cut scenes
only add to the drama. The music is suspenseful, and you don't know when something might jump out at you, or
something will go dark. Definitely worth getting! A great game from a great developer!. I was hoping to enjoy this
game as a potential escape room game to demo to friends and family. Unfortunately, a fundamental part of the game is
broken and renders it unplayable.

When you first spawn in the room, the floor height is not correct and you are a few inches above the ground. Luckily,
you can adjust the floor height quickly in the menu. You will need to fix it to reach the first tool  Screwdriver under the
bed.  However, once you teleport, the floor height reverts to it's original (and incorrect) setting. In the menu, the height
adjustment arrows have their own limit, so once you run out of clicks on the downarrow, you cannot lower yourself
anymore. If you drop an important item on the floor, you cannot reach it any longer. I encountered this problem early
on when  teleporting to the vent with the screwdriver in hand. After opening the vent, I dropped the screwdriver to grab
the note inside. Then I could no longer progress.

I'd love to play and finish this escape room game, however with its current state, I cannot and will not support it. I plan
to return it for a refund.
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Awesome game: highly recommend to fans of classic 90's platormers. Music is ace, graphics are endearing and there's a great
sense of humour throughout.. This game is pretty dated. I ended up requesting a refund because I couldn't get it to work with a
controller, and there's no control guide like there is in Farm Simulator.

If Giants was to update the game with the same fidelity as Farm Sim 17, I'd buy it.. As someone who backed the Kickstarter for
this after seeing the demo on a Vinesauce stream, I will say I'm pleased as punch with the final product, minus a few things.

First off, a quick summary of what this game is: a first-person adventuring game with some puzzle-solving (some quick
comparisons: Gravity Bone/Thirty Flights of Loving and the Portal series) that sometimes relies on figuring out where you
should be looking (and verticality plays a major role here), fused with some collect-a-thon elements (lots of stuff to collect, and
a lot of secrets to unlock). Your toolkit for progressing through the game is a selection of 6 items that do different things, which
sometimes get upgrades to expand their capabilities (though it's mostly the Camera that gets new mechanics).

Also, of course, the most obvious part is that everything is Vaporwave (with a dash of Seapunk). All the colors and color
combinations you've come to expect, all the visual tropes associated with it, and a ton of references/parodies of real-life brands,
trends, and memes. There's even a clothing store where all the shirts and dresses seem to be compressed images of the covers to
actual vaporwave albums. The way you save in-game is by finding one of many "SAVED VIP" vending machines and
interacting with it.

Now, the parts I didn't like:

Minor technical stuff, but probably worth a mention:
1: At one point, I somehow glitched the quest log to keep showing up even when I closed it. A restart of the game fixed this.

2: Towards the end of the game, the inventory selection started getting screwy, showing me having selected one item when I had
a different one out. Only way to avoid this was to use Q and E to change items, but I wasn't a fan of that and I would have rather
had the ability to use my scroll wheel.

3: Performance wise, it started to chug a bit near the end, but I can probably pin that on the last level in the game.

Speaking of that last level...hoo boy. Now, looking back, my excitement peaked around midway into GeoCity (trying to get to
some secret spots wore down on me a bit), but Innernet was starting to squander my enjoyment. It's one thing to throw the
player into a dire-feeling scenario, it's another thing to feel like the modern equivalent of Half-Life's Xen. I legit got stuck at
two points, and a playthrough I had to pull up got stuck at those same two points.

There is a Hyperlinking and Glitch Lens puzzle that is infuriating to do, and the reward for that is a maze, at the end of which is
a portal to a small desert world that feels like it could have had more. And the portal out of it spits you out into...a place you'll
likely have already hit up, with no real reward. The second part comes after a whole other segment fetching the last of the Glitch
Children, and it's where you are given half of the portal configuration out, but it turns out you need to go back to the garden-
tower to go through another portal and get the other half. There is no indication of this other than your own will to explore, but
at this point, that has probably been sapped from you. The amount of retreading/backtracking in Innernet is hair-pullingly
frustrating, and the last challenge is mercifully easy by comparison--aside from another Hyperlinking sequence that might have
taken me four tries had I not gotten lucky.

The actual ending, though, did get to me. That really says something about this game, that, after traveling through a funny, if
snarky depiction of the modern internet, and after enduring the confusing slog that was Innernet, I was still affected emotionally
by seeing the actual reality of the player character. The game's title has more than one meaning, it seems. Sure, the ending might
come out of nowhere in some regards, but it still makes you...well, think, I guess.

Overall, Broken Reality has something for a lot of people, from genuine/ironic Vaporwave enthusiasts to hardcore
completionists. I actually wish this had a soundtrack release (even though chances are I probably do have a few tracks in my
collection already).. controls are horrible
a bad port of an ok app
also, the RPG element adds nothing. I desperately, desperately wanted to enjoy this game. The art is great; really, really great,
but everything else falls short.
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While the Doom-esque gameplay is serviceable, it's marred by things like forced damage, overly-dark environments (sure it's
got a bit of horror, but it doesn't build suspense so much as make shooting annoying), and cloudy dialogue.

The dialogue is the real killer here. Found myself skipping so much of the nonsensical text that I eventually felt it was best to
just put the game down. Shame, really.. you can hit women in this game. This is my first review on a game and I had to say
something to let people know. This game is not worth the asking price. It is basic and not a good work out, you only use one
hand for every sport. The baseball bat never hits the ball properly. This game is. I would like to give good feedback because I
like the idea but it is just too expensive and no one will be happy they spent the money on it. The girl just stand next to you and
say the same thing over and over.
I wont be playing this game again, it's just bad.
I will see if any updates come and fix it..
bring the price down a lot or make it free.. Very good but hampered by bugs. Pros and Cons:

Pretty cheap at $3.99
Amazing sprite work and 8 bit music
It's fun, if you love the NES then you should play this. No questions.

Now the bad and I really don't enjoy listing the problems because I like the creator's other stuff like Ninja Virus.

Pretty buggy
There's random slowdown that reminds me of Contra Force. You could argue that this is a more authentic NES experience but...
The control mapping does not work. I have a PS3 Hori controller (great D-pad) so obviously it's not supported. Okay, this is an
indie game so it's understandable, I wish X-Input became the standard for every developer, but it is what it is. So I load up X-
Padder and config the controls for the Keyboard. I go with Arrow keys for movement and Z and X for jump and shoot. Only
when I get into the game, the controls don't work. So I hit every button on the keyboard and realize that instead of the Arrow
keys being the directional buttons it's instead the WASD keys... And the reverse happens if you set the controls in the menue for
WASD and K and L for jumping and attacking...

Ouch.

Would I still recommend this? Yes. BUT, that control bug and the slowdown in particular makes it difficult.
. I don't know why there are so many negative reviews; Sure you have to have your equipment positioned just exactly right for
the logs to load onto the trailer. Sure you have to know certain things that you can only figure out by struggling to learn them,
but once you get through this stage of the game, it actually is quite addicting. There is a lot more the devs could do with it
though if they were so inclined to refine the concept and add a bit more realism and complexity to the game.
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